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Rains Halt Work
On New Buildings
Rain has caused all construction to stop on the Memor;a1 Chapel,
new Engineering building and new Music building, Byron Bollinger,
college supervisor of buildings and grounds, announced yesterday.
An official of the State Division of Architecture announced yesterday that work will resume as soon as the rains cease. The rains,
’r hull began late last wee.k. us ill
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To Top SJS
Oral Reader

photo by Zimmerman
"PRINCE ALBERT" (Mike Casey). in the left foreground, is point ing out to "Beatrice" (Judith Levy), that the couple at the extreme
right, her niece "Alexandra" (Georgene Bowen), and the professor.
"Nicholas" (Hugh Heller), are showing entirely too much interest in
each other. This scene is from the second act of the current college
production of Ferenc Nlolnar’s "The Swan." In the background.
from left to right, are Bill Resch, Jack Beyer., Shirley Gross, Bruce
Payne, Fred Adair. Donna Wegner and Caradvn King.

’The Swan’ to Feature
Ultra-Modern Costumes
’The Swan" will feature ultra- assumed by Shirley Gross, William
modern costumes and a high ba- Resch, Lawrence Sherrill, Carol
ronial setting when it opens Friday Share, Bert Graf and Robert
night at 8:15 o’clock in the Little Dietle,
Theater.
The sparkling comedy
Jack Beyer’s, Joan McKibben,
will run through Dec. 12. with the Donna Wegner. Carolyn King,
exception of Sunday evening.
Mary Cahalan, Clyde Allen, Leslie Biggins, Bruce Payne and
Directed by John R. Kerr, asHarold Weaver round out the
sistant professor of speech, the
cast.
Molnar play will hileVP three new
names in the leading role*:
Setting of the palatial castle has
Georgene Bowen a.. Alexandra, been designed by J. Wendell JohnMichael Casey as Prince Albert, son. Berneice Prisk is responsible
and Hugh Heller as Nicholas for .the sumptuous costumes,
Agi.
Stage manager is Bruce Payne;
The romantic comedy is about a stage crew, Norman Murray and
princess who falls in love with a Donald Kortes; electrician crew
commoner. The princess’s mother, consists of Bill Coleman and Joan
anxious for her daughter to make Malloy; Propeities crew numbers
a suitable match, invites Prince Cherie Brigham Alice Westfall
Albert to her estate in order to Joan Lillifors , Gerrie Lopez, Marget him interested in Alexandra. cia Bierkholm and Joan AlcaIda.
When the Prince fails to respond Sound manager is Joe LoBile.
In Alexandra’s charms, the mother while prompting duties are ban urges her daughter to flirt with died by Dolores Ceraso
her brother’s tutor, Nicholas Agi,
in order to make the prince
jealous.
The frustrated tutor, who is
actually in love with Alexandra,
turns his one night of glory into
a royal battle and ends up by inArt students who plan to do stusulting the illustrious guest.
; dent teaching next quarter will he
"An expellent sela.ction of entertained at dinner tonight by
tickets for ’The Swan’ still is the Teacher Training committee,
available in the speech office," . Miss Clara Bianchi. Art departMrs. Virginia Vogel, Speech de- : ment secretary, said sesterday.
partment secretary. :announced I The affair will be held at 6:30 p.m.
in the Torine hotel, located at San
yesterday afternoon.
cautioned, t Augustine and Pleasant streets.
she
"Hon eu r,’
"there UM Ilef a rush for early
Dr. William Woodworth, princinight tickets during the week. pal of James Lick High school,
so ’Harris’s*. your ticket early in will be guest speaker. while Dr.
order tee he assured of a good Marques E. Reitzel. head ef the
seat."
Art department, will be masttr of
Ticket price for student -body ceremonies.
card holders is 60 cents, for the
Members of the faculty commitgeneral public, 90 cents.
tee sponsoring the quarterly dinner are David Curry, Eric Oback
The theme of the play is taken and Mrs. Nadine Hammond, infrom the title. A swan is a beau- structors in art, and Mrs. Evelyn
tiful aristocratic bird, but when he Wennberg, assistant professor of
emerges from the water he is just art.
Students in charge of arrangea clumsy fowl. Alexandra finds
that she, like the swan, could ments are 1Villiiun Buckman Bevnever be happy out of her element. erly Mason, Glenn Moore, Wesley
-Other leading roles will be play- Berg. Thomas Birmingham and.
Donald Fulsaas,
ed by Judith Levy as Princess Robert Power.
Beatrice and Fred Adair as Father Richard Snider and Donald SicHyacinth; secondary roles will be mons will also attend.

Someone will win $25 tomorrow
for his or her performance at the
final oral reading ho ii r of the
quarter, to be held at the Alpha
Chi Omega house. 353 S. Fifth
street,
Dr.
Dorot hs:
Kaucher.
chairman of the oral reading staff.
said yesterday,
"The award is given annualls. to
ov
’the student who has done the hest
loral reading of the quarter," she
said.
Students who will compete for
the prize tomorrow afternoon, 4 to
5 o’clock, are Ivonne Nicht. Mary
Reporting to the senior class Fieri, Norma Welch, Agnes Bolcouncil on Senior Overnight, Cal ter, Virgie Tillman. Elaine GUCV
Pitts said, "Our big bottleneck is land Charles Knowles. Kay Sproul
is student chairman for the protransportation; we haven’t decided
gram.
whether to use buses or private
Judges Dr. Edgar Willis, assocars."
ciate professor of speech; Mrs.
Tentative plans for the Jan. 11 Helen Hall, former speech instructhrough 13 outing include dancing tor here; and Mrs. Celia Denues,
Friday night; skiing, dancing and i instructor at a local high school,
will decide the winner ht the cona short skit Saturday, and a nov- clusion of the iierforrnance.
ice ski race Sunday, conducted by
The winner will be resealed
the Ski club, which will award a
early next week, Dr. Kaucher said.
trophy.

mlonus Class
ernight
Preparations

cause some delay in the completion of the three buildings, accoldmg to Mr. Bollinger.
The college superintendent had
previous!)
ealed that rain temporarily delayed its. painting of
Spartan stadium.
He disclosed that no damage has
been inflicted on the campus aiea
by the’liparkesi,"nitti ss(t)onrn).:,,trittshie it
atow
liarracks and buildings, which already
has, Is4-11 Plugged.
The only visible damage eau,
elite I’s %t he consistent rains
11 \
ee/ lt
laiel kris Illas I -litteLdi:ii
turned into virtual ponds by the
storms, he resealed.
There is no rePoll of :Ono ionat
student colds because of the press
rot stormy weather, Muss M a r garel TwomiltlY. director of the
Student Health Set", ice. reported

Yeste"jaY’
She said that the students
still are having "onlasualiv tea
colds" this quarter.
Mass Tworntely addees1 that because of the present rain weather
she may 11.1.41%e. a -different report- in the near future
According to the United Press.,
there will be showers in the area
today combinisi with colder weather Mr Bollinger said %este! d
that additional rain inrght
some damage on the campus.
he did not t hi n k it %A wild be
serious

According to Pitts, reservations
.
D
have been made for 200 seniors
1.r411 1) 41\ 111"
and their guests. More reservations can be made if the sign-up
is large, he said.
Pitts estimated that the Over night would cost at least $12 for
C011ege’S 15t 11 110,11W41
ee
those staying at Cal lodge. This
tournament the biggest
intraestimate includes skiing equipment
mural
boxing tournament in the
Panmunjom, Korea, The Corn and tempoiMging t$61’
($45I.
munists demanded yesterday that nation will get eunelerwat in the
rary Ski club membership MI,
t, nicht.
the U.S. stop its troop rotation Men’s g m at 7
but does not include transporal admission for the
program in Korea during an artation.
mistice and insisted on their own inatelbe% will be SI lo
right to build airfields during a card bolders will be :admitted
free.
truce.
ri
I- e
e
’
An 0% trfl, eW urvk-1
The Reds offered to let the
present American troops in Korea light-stei,),,i,
.,
go to Japan temporarily oil rest tournament die calor Ise I ’.
belt
ban-, said would directiv
and rilaxation" I. ’as
,t
:Meet
Enthusiastic applause f r ni a ned their replaceme iiiresn 23410 stialionts.
hear capacity hc-use greeted the soldiers.
Boxers will squar. (elf
eir-t
West Jumps Gun on Reds
first performance of the year le,
ach other tonight un
Parisi
The Western Powers mos ing into the semi-finals
the San Jose State college symphony orchestra in Morris Dailey caught the Russians off guard svs- rou nirlit, and the finals Fret.terday by pmposing that Comma- night Th., tuna,.
t,
auditorium last night.
us II tee’
Under the direction of Dr. Lyle :nist East (sem:Ian as well as West and %WOW!) in theaters threiii. I
Downey, Music department head. ,German representatives be invited lb. flat on P
the orchestra offered a program of to the United Nations to dircuss
Sponsoring
three compositions; "Symphony: free all -German election.
elato.ral,1\ 11.4 oriole their allot Jacob
A.
Malik
Soviet
Delegate
contempAmerican
No. 2" by the
ed spaces on theeeI, for I riorary Charles E. Ives; ’Concerto. objected that such imitations %l
flII%
night
t
"premature"
until
the
N
,
,,.,i
t";
Op. 83" by Brahms- and "Romeol
ii i;.;_
ii’ ,
fao
g
1
had
still 5
teas.
hoxil.s
di
committee
political
and Juliet" overture hs Tschaikowsky.
vu 11 h the glee.... IF Intl. oh,
Kefarever still Coy
As piano soloist for the difficult
Estes
’Nash.
.’nator
I
nwnt is ‘,"nt’I’
Seattle,
Brahins concerto, Thomas Ryan, of
e
" ")
sterda) he would :srmInsor,lee
the Music department f acu It y. Kefauver said
’. e
whetherf
ti"1".
scored with his interpretation of announce early next year
TroophiEs will lir pro ’wilted 111
ur not he will seek the Democratic It..’ Ie., outstanding leoers of
the lengthy work
"Very few artists are capable of nomination for president.
the toosornanient the best lute,
playing the Brahms concerto," Dr.
. the winning
rooting sect’
i
Downey said yesterday. "It is one
I roach and the finalists of both
of the great pieces of piano literismier and /intim. dhisions.
toeirnanei nt. ’’tip.
ature.
The following stugents are re- I ’The the
The orchestra demonstrated ex- quested to report to the Graduate lied by other colleges because of its
tic halecellent coordination and gave evi- Manager’s office immediately: Wil- success in past
dence of thorough preparation for liam B. Noon
Robert Azevedo. !died almost entirely by stud. ails.
the
the performance.
Patricia Nacey, Jean Fitzgerald, I This sear, for the first t
A complete list of the members: Cane.’ Gervais. Virginia Cross. I l5->eal -old novice. matches and 2of the orchestra will be found onj Diane Norris and William B. year -old junior matchcs veal be
I joined.
page eight.
Moore Jr.
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Homecoming Disorganized?
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1:,411 111SNI.,65111.011 wait
t 44.41
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"4.111 1/51.’.9
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was not quite as success- ’
to:coming
sersal
Military
Training
bill
Pout
te Globe Priebe, Co.. 1444 S Fast street San Jos*
judging? Of course not. Judges
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TOM ELLIS--Businoss Manager irinsoring Student Y
For example, entry blanks were which can lead only to dissatisRAY HASSE-Editor
The Ian, If poised. mould re- I not sent out to all participating faction. In summation we feel that
Ric, Jordan-Associate Editor
Elwyn Kr 94-News Editor
Home-corning can be made more
a Ii
IS-sear -old men to organizations There was no notiFRED WESTPHAL
Moire up Ed!tor this issire
spend %as months in militars lfication of the change in date and satisfying to everyone by a mote
of the judging of house dec- careful consideration of the lot ’:time
orations until the judging time lowing points:
.
had elapsed. Hence, many decora(I) A definite theme for
tions were ruined by rain, there- Homecoming displas;
compethem
from
by eliminating
12,1 Clearer judging standtition. Is this the manner in which
we want Homecoming run? Is this ards;
fair? No!!
1311 More efficient notification
of judging, dates, rules, etc.
And as for the float judging.
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
just what seer.’ the criteria? Ad This integral part of Homecomr iti I he
herence to the theme? What ing was greatly lacking this year,
411 Ira- tiallmittlon l’are
n
theme? ?Something to do with and we hope this article may in ASH card
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Definitely, very,
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the school .
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,
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Students who are to he graduated this quarter and who exirsect
to return winter quarter for post
!graduate courses, must report to
he Adrnissicins office immediately.
Miss Viola Palmer. admissions offi...r. announced yesterday
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Mr. One Million
Motors Last Mile Ao Praise for Daily Bruin
To Join 999,999
President Vetoes

HERE and THERE
ii.dted by

BILL WELDY

(Editor’s note The following
feature story appeared in the
Daily Texan, University of Texas
Trojans Seek Blood Donation Record
publication, in regard to the tragic
The USC Student Body is altemptin; to smash their own west
fatalify rate.1
coast college blood donor record tits year. The present standard held
by the Trojan university is 364 pints. A total of 386 pints of blood
Next month’s news today:
already has been pledged this year by USC students.
Mr. One Million arose from bed,
Leading the parade to the Blood Bank is the USC Naval ROTC
finished
dinner
t away his
department. With nearly 100 per cent of the NROTC making pledges,
home work.
235 pints have been pledged by the group.
USC has set a goal of 540 pints to be donated during the year.:
He walked out the front door of
The Trojans’ big, rival, UCLA, also set a 3441 pint goal. Therefore, ’ his dormitory, shack, bungalow, or
You can figura on the Trojans bettering the 340 mark.
mansion and got into a Model A,
Dodge or Cadillac.
Broncos Create Respect in Arkansas
The Santa Clara football leant left a highly regarded impression
Stepping on the accelerator, Mr.
with the populace of Little Rock. Ark., following their recent game One Million started down the
with the University of Arkansas Razorbacks, The Broncos exhibited street, road or super-highway.
great football ability when they upset the highly-regarded U.A. eleven
He drove carelessly or carefully,
before the home folks.
maybe slow and maybe fast. At a
However, it was for their conduct off the field that the mission
treacherous curve, busy intersectown team received the most praise. Aside from being orderly and tion or long straight stretch, I:
polite during their stay in Little Rock, the Broncos also made a splen- went over an embankment, se, adid gesture when it was learned that an Arkansas player, who
side -swiped, perhaps ran head-on
been injured in the game-, required several blood transfusions. The into another car.
majority of the Santa Clara football team joined four U.A. players at
The wreck was his fault, the
the hospital waiting.room and offered blood donations.
other driver’s fault, anybody’s
Congratulations to the Broncos’
fault.

Plea
ourna is s

’We
110111Sc serivtai , %% rote back
From the UM’ Dail Trojan
cat
-Shed a t ea r for the Daily ergret. that INvatise 01 thk
.number of similar requests. tfw
Bruin!
President must resei se conziahil"UCLA’s notorious campus sheet
latory messages to political Hilts
must not be getting too much
gnihat
cae-itsael
50 eats
praise these days. The DB quasi -Thsz Daily Trojan now in
journalists wrote letters to gos 43rd Sear of publication.
eminent and cis ic leaders throughheartened to learn that it citi
out the count o recently, in an at
congratulated t/./, /he President in
to exact praise: tor the it.
sexen mot, eat!.
efforts, since they were in IN:if
25th yvar of publication.
"Well, President Truman. a f I GOT A FREE PER:OD?
. .
Key West, was not one to he toolCome fc
ed by- t lie’ DB tonnvalies.
wouldn’t sully his reputation k
congratulating the Westwood fish SANDW1CHE.:
wrapper.
105 E. SAN FERNANDC
"Roger Tuhley , assistant whit,

hea

Dances May Result in Cage Injuries
Speaking of the University of Arkansas, Basketball Coach Presley.
Askew has issued an ultimatum that U.A. students will base to hold
their campus &flees somewhere other than the field house.
Askew claims that the dances, and all that goes with them, injures
the basketball playing floor to the extent that laborers must be called
in to make repairs on the boards. The marred floor constitutes a
hazard for the players, Askew contends.
Askew feels that the registration day mob, which casorts oser
the basketball floor, does enough trespassing on the field house boards
for one semester. Coach Hank Iba of Oklahoma A. & M. holds the
U.A. basketball floor in such low esteem that he refuses to bring his
casaba crew ’to Arkansas for a came.

NORD’S

Why, just look at all the
good things on this menu!

Mr. One Million died from a
crushed forehead, caved-in chest,
or punctured stomach. After his
death ht. went to hell, heaven or
purgatory, where he greeted the
999,999 other Americans who have
died because of mechanical failure
or mental thoughtlessness.
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Chuckle Corner

Marching Band Opens Season
Tomorrow Before 50,000 Fans

English."
Fouza, who is using the iv
bassoon system this season, sf
tough.
season’s
last
recalls
game, when his star trombon:
slipped and fell on his slide. Ti
was hard to swallow.
i
The coach. said on his

Special Rates for all
Campus Organizations.

Angel Food Donuts
35 S

Cm 5802

baton twirlers, says, "They’re
really hard to take out." His NU
boys are top money players -and
tomorrow, they probably will base
Itheir hands full.
; Fouza - whose proselyting of
, piccolo players caused the directors’ rotation system has added
a special halftime show tomorrow.
football game.
It is a five -n :

JUST
ARRIVED
A new and distinct
selection of Bow Ties
BAT

WINGS

THIS IS THE FLAT

SLIM JIMS
STRING TIES

that’s a marvel of comfort!

They make excellent gifts
(and HOT -rat is only
20 days off)

In black suede

and red, green, brown, b’ue calf.

See Spartan Fred Finberg
at

AAAA to B.

7/ TIE RACK

4 to 10.

.9.95

121 South First

Most Tics 51.00

:sente--"

Roos Bros Women’s Shoe Shop

1.25
1.35

At Smoaseecesen Includ Rofl. F.41,,ch F,41

A man who liked to drink was’ and I’ll see what we can do."
invited to dinner at a friend’s
.Notre Dante scholastic.
house. When it came time for the
Sergeant: "Did you shave this
dessert course, a large plate of I morning. Smith?"
grapes was offered him.
I Rookie: "Yes, sir."
"Well, next
time
"No thanks," he refused, push-. I Sergeant:
ing his plate away, "I never take :stand closer to the razor."
my wine in pills."
Beach Cities Journal.
Beat* Cities Journal.
The firing squad was escorting
:a Russian comrade to his place of
A little gas, a little oil,
execution. It was a dismal march
A little wire they called a (’Oil,
in a pouring rain.
A little rubber, a 10-foot board.
-What a terrible morning to
Put them all together, call it a ’
’die," muttered the prisoner.
Ford.
I "What are you kicking about?"
Santa Clara 1111.5.
He: "Sir, may I have your asked the guard. "We gotta mairh
back in it."
daughter for my wife?"
- Notre Dame Scholastic,
Father: "Bring your wife around
-

By AL BALK
Daily Northwestern Staff Writer
There is so much de -emphasis
in the air, the following esents
will be happening any day now:
Northwestern’s marching band
opens its season before 30,000 persons tomorrow in Dyche stadium.
Coach John Phillips Fouza
who came up from the ranks
thinks the contest will he a walkaway. He has only 77 lettermen returning, but except for chapp-+
lips, all veterans are in top-fit’.
shape.
Last year, the Wildcat dila:.
section took a beating. Graduation
riddled the entire first-string clarinet section. and the bass section
is low, also.
Hoivever, Fouza stated undaurf
edly. "Remember last year, he:,
we came back after that trumi
eter muffed a high one on the goal
line. Then there was the time we
lost two key French horn players
- just when they had learned

3

First at Santa Clara
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Theta Chi Selects
Coeds 101 ompete.

ISocitti -_S)cenei
By

DIANA MEYERS

Lambda 4 :hi
if

11

:

)1

)4

I

r:, :, Chi tra’ermt:, named its
ina I contestants for ’bream
title Monday evening after
eh,. girls were infect ..’wed
Hob
Custer. toastmaster at the introductory reventonie-.s held at the

;Girl

hail Wad 4,1.4.111)

’

Ira- rh4Pt’r
One of the 13 finalists will revrpsi. reeve the Theta Chi "Dream Girl"
- eted
Mary
s
,rown when the winner’s name is
York
revealed at a lormal dance to he
oeld
,
, .
.
The final candidates are As
WOO,
,.t,...1
bilients: sally Ertein. .41pht. f hi
’, On
iiiiAti4
a"is.
ornega, a sociology major ft
14 hit tier ; Jean VI elk.% Alpha
1. -.tor of the ’anthem, relays (4)1
’ run Pi, an ..ccounting ma/
(or ft
’.an ’low.; Eileen Ft a
planning
raternity is
.1
techt. .%lieha Phi. a recreation
V4111
-dance
.s1 it,.. dinner
15 a, tio.
major (ruin
Jackie .4%ery.
I hi thetega, an occupational the ’.1p Polo end. in Santa T’t it/ The
raepy major f
Alameda; and
nil
ri...1 allair will i". open 4.,
Illarbara SOIllatini, INdta
alumni
nwnda.,, ;aid
win
.an education major from
San Franchwee.
pi.ps
hr
!mach grolinii
Alive Hays, Delta Zeta, a busP,. mots
rhang.
411;1111:e
iness education major from Corn/hi. function
. fit,
ing: Bets’ Liesegang. Gamma Phi
Beta, a kindergarten primary maSIN
ctii pie I.,
jor from ()range. Eleanor John stun, Kappa Alpha Theta, an occupational therapy major from
Marty Darrow.
Ephrata, Wash :
Kappa Kappa Gamma. a kindergarten primary major (rum Oak label; and Lenny Cost, Sigma Kap, mitt.. maim...is
Nii, pa an ettiimein major from Lie.
nuts
essilt
ail
’
h as the
The three independent girls
at Is noarting flight to Reno ’rues.
tying for the beauty title are
Janli v Knee kman. a physkral edi.
mei pair flew from Sari
Simla Cruz:
ucation major fr
II.. 111141:0--4 1.1,114. City in
Barbara Ifackett, a general edrenewal,:
m
%%,,, NI
.ih2
Ferndale;
ucation major
f1 .1.
al 7 o’clock,
and liolores Itearden. an softerii,
i.1
1,,,
s,s
Stretford, Ore.
fr
..
tisIng
,,,, 1,, ,,,. out
tail hl mart)
,\
to. feted
1,1..1111 (.0
Tii,
Reset, said
at a dinner dance to he held 4)...
Shackewbreeik I .1 alik:11.. (ton
:’1?",-IS.1.-irds...
I lima., social chairman is 111 charge.
Elam is
high; "’hp"’ a’r". of the social alfaii
.
. ild..1,Nik."1.,,"
gratorat... 11.1,11 1.1i1.
...dd., II.,
I.1,’

of

Lambda

Clis

ht,..t...d

will be served. Games and singing
around the Christmas tree also are

Alpha

To Reno Tousviov;
.Sair Nurtivi/ I mrs

ii

Clyde Tompkins and Miss
Members of Kappa Phi, Method- Mrs.
Dorothy Alexander,
making
are
sorority,
ist women’s
As further philanthropic work
plans for a Christmas party to be
Kappa Phi members will give a
Unl
Student
given Dec. 17 in the
Christmas party Dec. 13 for chilion for displaced children living dren at Chandler Tripp school.
June Mitchell is in charve of arin this area.
rangements
Each child will be given a giPt
by Santa Claus and refreshments

In Contest Finals I
.

I !oh I-

1
L11111

Kappa Phi Plans Christmas
Party for Displaced _Children

IIRs’

irt .hltst)

:2’

"li
She I.
It
4)1 Mrs. Jill)
11:,111 tr,t Met’ S.1S s tide N 1
ILI, it is fifM a 110.1114.%.% adthitt
I
11.111011 Itt.04.1
;11.11f1 k prone
t III sisiedi aet it Ines. .
I:. -at, a ti. simian drama minim
hi. al
iiiiestandiag in forensic
e. the moll Id Mr. and Mrs.
m Hes, h of San Eiancisco Ile
a ermine’, ot Lowell high slimed
F13111’14.1,
i% VI ells IM;th plan to mita i,aleei

j

111,,i her ii4,111,
eit%
tin -1
plot:rani last
week with th
interim,. of the
building ,,,,,,
i,1 next door to
the present chapter house, according to George l’oitkley. publicity
structure, Which
chairman.
will house 35 to 40 mein. was purchased front Nits Gime Williard.
For $19.5.fin.
Until plans for a new fraternity ,
house are. completed. the Itl"s will’
occupy tun houses, ss hiCh will tiel

The

Christmas Cards

on the agenda.
Lois Sunnezren and Beverly
are in charge of games,’

-photo hy Zimmerman
GLENN It. 51 tifirmum, Phi Siglight (dr’ for
ma kappa NI
1951, is shown wearing. in midilion I.. the traditional CNA% n, the
Phi Sigma kappa Moonlight Girl
necklace. an honor bestotted
on the %tinning eare41 each year.
as indication of her earning the
courted title. Glennie, representnig Delta teamma sorority, u as
l’htrwh al t
h11111111
Ilan. . held saturday night by

(;lennie

Will

Roy

um%

while Barbara Eckhart and Janet
Elingston will head the refresh- 1

still

complete.

printcd

..1 Sigma.
tr eternity. %Kited th.
Volcano Mows Top
l’s il illiept4.1" in the midst of It,
Manila,
’olcanic
the
Ilomeerenting,
tor
erepetrations
Hiltok-Ilibetk on Camiguin is who,. Heise Memorial day. and land erupted yesterday "like an
atoms Nei leiek Sender’s wedding.; atom blast three miles high" and
nu- %Iit vase him a chance WI as many as 1451 persons were re et, slack
iee tcei..
Oki!

It’s no bull
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Pens, Leather Wallets.
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Stationery

Miss Whitmire’s picture will appear. along with other chapters’
candidates, in the national magaSignet." and from these
zine,
pa -titres the national Moonlight
Girl wil lie chosen. The winning
coed will be honor(/’ at the Phi
Sigma Kappa national convention
this summer in Chicago,

C2h i7n5e fse D2i nonre3r s
CY 3-7789

Christmas

BANQUETS
$1.25
221 E

sororities
a plate

JACKSON ST.

Closed Mondays

UPSTAIRS

ether coeds who competed for
Moonlight Girl were "Jill’’ Iverson. Itelta Zeta; Carol Paige, Alpha Phi: Pat Cavanaugh, Alpha
I micron Pi; Betty Jean Whitney.
Chi I /mega; Janice Brothers, Gamma Phi Beta; Audrey Powers, Alpha Chi Oniega
Honne Michi,
Kappa Kappa Gamma: Cheryl Richardson, Sigma Kappa and Lynette Cherry, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Finalists included Miss Whitmire,
Cheryl Richardson and "Jill" IverS011.

BRILLIANT BERNIE
(IQ. 1410-plus Iste’s

smart)
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Bernice’s

Formal Cleaning
tant a

Absolutely the finest work in San Jose
Accurate estimates without obligation
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4:14.4,4,44. Whitmire was crowned
Moonlight Girt at the Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity formal dance
Saturday night, at the Devonshire
Country club in San Carlos, according to EA Bissell. The attractive auburn -haired coed represented
Delta Gamma sorority..

At t
illation
vias he
ducted
&lions).
H. Aldi
land, I
nz, 1
Richan

PriatIng &

Reign as PSK

Moonlight Queen

Hope
structa
own" e
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S. Eigh

no nit

stood, metal, pottery and paper.
Many imported Items. Fountain

ICombellack-Pfeifle

Siuma Nu 1 isited

Vour

GIFTS
very large assortment of use nil and ornamental items in

in charge of decorations.
Kappa Phi pledges will provide
entertainment. Members and their,
dates will hold a dance in the Stu - I
dent Union following the D.P. children’s party. Shirley Mitchell is in
charge of bids for the dance.
Patrons for the dance will bel
Miss Doris Robinson, Mrs. Jamel
Wortman, Dr. Viola Lantz, Mrs
Belle Moore, Mrs. Lloyd Saxon,

I

ler /11.11,1 h.ihM ing the Iforwerom. ’155 S Eleventh street and a triildine %tame Dm
F:ighth street.
%%ere stunt n dig at
t the t
,
charge. of t he !event wirchase
1.5145 Ed
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Mosher. chaplet’ represen’
Hollis Logue. Delta Upsicorporation ’,resident .
Mil.
orn 1) Wright. treasurer; Bruce
.t
Itr. Jay ivertneyer and t His
I ) Raids% on

selections

1 to 7 days

Jeanne Saxon
ments committee.
still serve the refreshments, and,
Shirley Paul and Sally Boyes Are,

Whitmire

uhile

Babka

A Greek banquet held at the
Chat/Ill house climaxed a seriess of
dinners and dances given in honor
i it
the competing coeds. The girls
also appeared on radio and televiconnected by an e.11(1) )s)11 hallWay. sion shows.
Ii
Vernimmit. city managThe hind that ecesently holds
Miss Whitmire was serenaded
.1 ot Sat. Jose. recent!) ttas how- the two buildings tt ill serve as site by the Phi Sigs Monday evening
:it .1 "ntttil XI dinner heliI at for the new chapter hurls.’. The and was presented a dozen Amerthe itialitei boo,. areording to Gil ...1111C111111. W111 he designed to (tir- IC;111 rf,111,,.
e., Hammond mink, tei’lltesta Xi nett living quarters for 60 men,
tomb,’ s on the coneplesines .14 Building plans include provisions
I it% eoser
rit and paliineiesi it , tor a volleyball court, bartieque pit
%toll lialet t, it and ...hoed go%..1.11- I anal an outdoor dance floor.
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Male Faculty Clubhouse
Opens; Select, Officers

A.\ Center to
13,7sent Color ’Ozark Idyll’ To Be Presented
Today In .-1u(lubon Screen Lecture

Hopes of the college’s male in- have joined the Faculty’ Men’s club. I Alms
structors for "a place of their up to date. said Dr. Alden. The
Two color films. "Water: Fowlwere finally realized with favorable response has enabled the
the recent opening of the Faculty club to lower its combined initi- tam n of Life." and "Coral WonderMen’s clubhouse situated at 230 ation fee and first year’s dues to land." will be presented today at
$15 from the initially-contemplat- 1:30 p.m. in the Morris Dailey
S. Eighth street.
At the opening meeting, nom- ed $25. The dues may be paid in auditorium, according to Dr. Rich three installments.
ination of candidates for offices
ard Lewis. audio visual service
The clubhouse, which is open
was held. Voting then was concenter director.
Newly-elected
mail.
from
8
via
a.m.
to
5
p.m.
on
week
ducted
This is the second presentation
oilicers of the club are Dr. Donald days, consists of a game room.
II. Alden, president; Jack H. Hol- room for taking naps, bathroom. in a film series of general interest.
land, treasurer; Dr. Stanley C. kitchen, reading room and a loung- provided for students and faculty
itz. Dr. Hugh W. Gillis and Dr. ing room. It is cleaned and cared
free of charge by the audio visual
Richard G. Tansey, house commit- for by four men students in exchange for rooms and kitchen service center. under the auspices
ti e.
of President T. W. MacQuan-ie.
Selection of committee chair- privileges.
men, who will work together in
"Water: Fountain of Life" is a
the development phase of the or33-minute film, released by a Caliganization, also was made during
fornia oil company, depicting the
the election. They are Arnold E.1,
meaning of the water cycle and
True, parking; Dr. Glenn A. Reed, Leonducts-Survey,
membership; Warren W. Faus, in the problems of local water supThe
Education
office
is
contenor decoration; Dr. Paul Robducting
a
teaching
credential sur- ply.
erts, magazines and games; Dr.
vey through the use of question"Coral Wonderland" is a 33Alden, constitution.
naire blanks, Dr. William Sween- minute film about the "seldom
Approximately 40 instructors
ey, professor of education, an- seen undersea life near the Great
nounced recently.
Barrier Reef off the coast of AusRegistration cards, according to tralia," according to Dr. Lewis.
These films an, representative
Dr. Sweeney, do not offer a complete picture of student’s objec- of the non-commercial reels which
tives, especially of freslipaan stu- are loaned to various organizations
dents who are not enrolled in by industry, Dr. Lewis said,
Representative paintings of teacher training classes.
These questionnaires will pro- how teacher training credentials
seven famous artists now are on
display in the exhibit shelves of vide the Education office with compare with the number of job
information: "1) to prevent slu- opportunities."
the Library.
Dr. Sweeney said that questionDisplayed on the second floor dents from being frozen out of
naires may be obtained in the
shelves are Claude Monet’s ’two class sections because of lack
French fishing scenes, three por- room and 2) to aid in determining Education office. Room 61.
traits of young girls, by Pierre
Renoir, Edgar Degas’ ballet dancers backstage, a winter scene of
the Boulevard Montmarte, by Camille Pissarro, and a landscape by
Allied Sisley.
Vincent Van Gogh’s vase of flowers and his "Raising of Lazarus"
tie for attention with Paul Gaugin’s "Two Tahitians." and his
paintings of native girls in repose.
which are shown in the shelves
ol the Library corridor.
It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting
The paintings were prepared for
display by Lee Windreich, assiscigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
tant arts librarian.
else, too superior work-

r,ducatimi Office

Wednesday. Dec 5 1951

"Ozark Idyll" by Dr. Allred G.
Etter, naturalist - photographer
from Missouri, will be presented
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Montgomery theater of the Civic auditorium, according to Lowell C. Pratt.
public relations director.
This is the second in the Si rits
of Audubon Screen Tours sponsored jointly by the Santa Clara
Valley Audubon society and the
Natural Science department.
Dr. Etter. who will illustrate,
his lecture with colored motion
pictures, is a graduate, of Washington university, St. Louis. In the
interval between obtaining his B.A.
degree in geology and a Ph.D. in
botany, he served in the photographic section of the U.S. Air
Force.
Plant and animal life as found
on "Wildwood," the Missouri farm

Engineers Speak
In Series Here
Inuring the fifth in a series of
leei,ires to the Engineering Preiew class delivered recently, Mr.
Chi lord Swenson of the Carl
Sxt. nson Construction company
pointed out several advantages
open to graduates in the field of
construction engineering, according to Dr, Ralph J. Smith, head of
the Engineering department.
Swenson emphasized the benefits of training in construction engineering. His company, he said,
is interested in hiring engineers
familiar with the methods of time
and motion study, and use of new
materials.
Mr. R. D. Byrne, plant superintendent for the Pacific Electric
Manufacturing company, will address the class today in the sixth
lecture. He will discuss production
engineering.
Previously the class had heard
lectures on the industrial, sales,
development and service engineering fields. It has been one of the
features of this course to invite
practicing engineers to speak to
the class, Dr. Smith said.
Today’s lecture will begin at
11:30 a.m., and is open to any interested students, he said.

Pa intsPowder
Prices Shown
\ cosmetic exhibit comparing
nil Cost ’and sale price, set up
h 0 in e economics student
,I1CeS Wilson. now is on display
the cabinets outside the home
onomics office.
According to Miss Wilson. "’The
(osi of cosmetics is not duet so
much to the rising cost of the ingredients. hut to the rising cost
of labor. advertising and taxes."
"Demand for cosmetics," continued Miss Wilson. "has created
a large industry in the United
Siat PS."
Various items from which some
common cosmetics are made are
displayed in the cabinet.

--L._

But it takes something
manship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That’s why
Luckies taste better. So, Be HappyGo Lucky!
Get a carton today!

Unusual Career Opening
In an uncrowded profession with eicelknt earning and grovrth opoortanities offered graduate student
men
Opening for men or women
or emcee of oridergrieduawl wits
atm. with Educational Division of
Marshall Field o w n el enterprise
Personal interview arrgriged. W.*
fully, giving phone. age. and Ince),
encra to C. C. Rea, Western Pv.g,
354 - 21st St., Oakland 12. Ca

Featuring . . .
THE TOAST-TITE
only herm,hcs ly sealed sandwich
in imistence . . . Serried so as tie
neon, .01 the flavor and deliciousness
of this delightful morsel. Coma in
and try one today.
PRICED FOR THE STUDENT BODY
CYpritse 41304

271 SO. SECOND STREET
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Let’s go! We want your jingles! We’re
ready and willing and eager to pay you S25 for every
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Spa rtababes Top
Vallejo Redskins
Looking like seasoned veterans,
Coach Bob Wuesthoff’s Spartan
junior varsity cagiars trounced
Vallejo junior college 62-45 in the
preliminary’ basketball game last
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Chet Can- led Vallejo with 20
night.
Larry Heffner, former Bellar- points,
mine star, pumped in 17 points to
lead the attack. Howie Rapp, Dick
Bratty and Slim Hodgeson swept
for your prescriptions. drugs and
come/re needs, corns in to . . .
the back boards clean to spark
i the defense, while Carroll WilMOREHEAD FLE MIN G
liains, 5’ 10" guard, played a fine
DRUG CO.
I loc.r game.
Prescript:oft Pharmacists
goo
SO
IV,
Slattr.
SAIS JOSS Gatti.
The first quarter was an even
am*
Cv
affair with each team racking up
1,0 points. The second quarter was The starting -!a different story.
five, Heffner, Hodgeson,
Brady and Bud Hjelm. tallied 12
markers before the Vallejo Redskins couki hit the net. At this
point, Wuesthoff inserted the reCY 3-7007
set’s-es and the Redskins narrowed
-FBI GIRL"
, the gap to 24-20 at half time.
Cesar Rome. & Audrey Totter
1
Sharpening their shooting eyes,
the Spartababes outscored the
Also-"UNKNOWN WORLDS
Redskins 31) to 10 in the third sestalon and coasted to victory.
Aiding Heffner in the scoring
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In Technicolor

"PAINTING THE CLOUDS
WITH SUNSHINE"

Mayfair:

CY 3-8405

"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA"
In Technicolor
Gregory Peck & Susan Hayward
Leo To,stoy’s "THE GUEST"

Saratoga:

Saratoga
20211

Elizabeth Taylor & Montgomery aft
Also Selected Sho4 Subjects

I

OTTO GALBRAITH

,I

Men’s Wear
22 W. SAN ANTONIO
At the Clock

CY 4-2041

Techn:co’or
Gregc-y Peck & Susan Hayward
Leo To:stoy’s "THE GUEST"

SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN

CY 5-5005

"FORCE OF ARMS"
Willis-

-

den & Nancy Olson

"LAST OF THE MOHICANS"
Iteade’rat Scott & tnnie Bar -es
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Malts

Coffee
Milk

L"Tis A s taste that tells lite tale"

MARKS HOT DOGS
- BEST IN TOI N

Shoe Repair Service
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While You Wait

,Il1.111144.
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STREETS ON SANTA CLARA
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Ladies: Have your
shoes made like new.
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refinished to original
color.
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"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA"
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Vara & De,e s Morgan
"TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY"

colors

ALL WOOL JERSEY
GOUCHO’S
$5.78
You’ll find many fine values at

Soft Drinks

OrTel

and

4-0083

"A PLACE IN THE SUN"
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to choose from

Hamburgers
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& 8 BA Sers

"THE WHIPHAND"

$2.95

Hof Dogs

101 Almaden

Values to $7.95

NOW ONLY

Have you tried MARKS JUMBO HOT DOGS?

S nider’s Donut Shop

Here are
SPORTSHIRT
SPECIALS
for YOU!

3-3353
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"BLUE VEIL"

135 E. Son Antonio
Off 4th St,
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Forty-six Novice Mittmen Will Box Tonight
the crowd! Tonight is the
! Time is 7:30 p.m. The Men’s
1, turned into a Madison Square
den, is the place. The event is
15th annua1 Novice Boxing
: !lament, presenting the biggest
dent production of the college
. ’,cr. 100 students actively will
ticipate in this Spartan "spat which opens its three-night
today and climaxes at Friday
tang’s finals.
The opening card will feature
23 bouts in this 1951 record en ti y list of 90 boxers in the combined novice and junior tourney’.
The nos ice event, made up of
hoers without previous ring experience, tops the entr.s list vt it h
V. while the junior matches,
pitting boxers with earlier boxing training, has 23 entrants.
Television will highlight this
year’s event.
(1( the 13 teams entered. Kappa
Alpha with a record 18-man team,
appears a natural to lift this year’s
crown from Theta Chi. 1950 team
tokste. Managed by Dont:, Wilson.
- -

the KAs have an unprecedented
number of entries in each of the
10 weight divisions. Delta Upsilon
with 12 entries, Pi Kappa Alpha
with 11 and Theta Chi, defending
champions, with 10, are rated in
that order.
Each bout in the novice tourney.
will consists of three one-minute
will consist at three one-minute
and -a -half minute rounds.
NOVICE-JUNIOR BOXING
TOURNEV
Today’s Schedule
Afternoon matches in the small
gym at 3:30: 143 pound class
Gene Unger Vb. Tony Rosso:
Lloyd Neutz vs. Jim Benner; and
Marcie Ravilla vs. Bob Snyder.
Evening matches in the large
gym at 7:30:
130 pound classho Nagareda (CISG)
vs. Paul Flanagan
(DSP).
135 poundTommy. Wider (54E) vs, Ron Vanez (KA): Joe
Ting
(T(’) vs. Manuel Ortiz
(PKA I.
145 PoundPaid Chandler vs.
Harvey Del Buono; Rod Ether-

Cibby Mendonsa Paces
Spartan Ball Carriers
-16
. 3
Right Halfback Gibby Mendon- Rice, qb
1
.34 -158
s:, finished first as ,the leading Hamilton, qg ..
St totan ball carrier, final 1951 Aplanalp, qb .... 42 -237
Att Comp.
% c-ity football statistics released PASSING
55
95
Aplanalp, q
yt -terday reveal.
36 .
75
Nlendonsa completed the 10- Hamilton, 9
- 40
. 24
game schedule with a net of 31? Rice. 9
yards on the ground and two
I
TD
at
SCORING
touchdowns. He carried the hall Morriss, fb
6
0
Last
1101 limes for a 3.2 average.
30
:5
0
Osborne, lh
..:ty tabby netted 370 yards for Mendonsa. lb
12
0
2
1
6
a 4.1 per carry average. and Sykes, fb .
6
0
racked up 49 points on 8 touch- A. Matthews, rh .
1
0
6
downs and one conversion.
Stults. fb
5
5
..0
1-’ellhack Frank Morriss, virtu- Sumers. g
60
3
!,11. the last five games with porter. I
3
-. placed behind M endonsa
Avg
No. I’d%
yards on the ground. Left PUNTING
331
984
k Robby Osborne was third .Aplanalp
101
33.7
’2
yards and distinguished Morriss
. 5
160
32.0
by packing the ball more I Rice .....
42 414.01.; 33.4
iny other Spartan - 84 times.! Hamilton
Quarterback Lynn Aplanalp’s pAss RECEIVING Ne
Td
record was phenomenal. Osborne
3
14
282
eambling junior from Pasade- Morriss
2
12
143
inished with a throwing aver - Mendonsa
113
11
of .579. He completed 55 for Amaral .
11
62
dtempts with four intercep- A. Matthews
10
144
1
-. Ile passed for 592 yards and Hughes
Si
62
0
touchdowns. QB Jerry Ham- Sykes
0
8
50
,.. neck and neck with Apia - Poznekoff
7
96
0 ...II! all season for the starting Wacholz
4
33
0
’ posted a .480 completion mark.
Avc
PUNT RETURNS No
junior from San Francisco
8.1.
21
1741
-ed 75 times, completed 36 and Chagonjian
21
2
I.ad five intercepted. His arm ac- L. Matthews
2.
5
13
.
t InIed for 494 yards and 3 touch- Mendonsa
Avg"
KICKOFF RET. No
es.
235 16.8’
14
Morriss captured scoring hon- A. Matthews
87 17.4
ors with six touchdowns for 36 L. Matthews ..
75 18.8
points. Who knows how high he Chagonjian
101
20 i)
would have gone if injuries had- Osborne
n’t sidelined him? Osborne again Poznekoft
it as a runner-up with five six pointers for 30 points.
In the extra point department
,de George Porter. taking ON
’ duly late in the campaign. ha..
a perfect booting percentage. P!,,
ter, rugged junior, kicked straigt
told true 3 times in 3 attempt,
Open a First National Service
Guard Dale Sumers converted
Check Account with any%
lime, in 12 tries. .
Only $1.00 for fen
amount.
ti
statistics for 10 Games
No other charges, no
checks.
ft,istung
minimum balance required.
rh
T.
riss, fb
,
2 t.
, ’,borne. lh .
221
4
165
"tykes, fb ...........37
147
3,
49
maral. fb
3:.’
147
39
A Matthews, rh
5:
SO
15
I *tiagonjian, lh .
4
72
16
Stubs, fb
Meene
4T
52
I. Matthews. lh
11
Cop
Fedaral Depoi:i 12t
I /Circe, rh
3
6
31. koZsgovegampopogamagocs.
3
.
1
"iiievich, ft i
-

idge vs. B111 Stevens: Hank Ayala vs. Ell Aguilar (DSG).
133 poundTom Dunlap (KA)
vs. Frank Guterrez (DsP): Jim
Downs (DSG) vs. Ed Irwin (DC:
Elmer Pfaffenberger (SS) vs.
Russell Utley (KT).
165 poundRob Osborne ITC
vs. Dick At Mille’, (DI’): Rod
Wright (SAE) is. Al Nether cult (PKA); Jim shicrlob (LC A) vs. Andy Rao
175 poundNorman Carter
(KA) vs. Bob Benzie (DSG):
Gary Patrick (DI’) vs. Phil Zachary (DSP): Ed Marcroft (KT) is. Don Gillespie (SAE).
143 poundWally Hall (PKA)
vs. Dick Bender (KT): Claude
Rrogdon (L(A) vs. Chuck Ame(leo (KA); Joe Lenhart (DC) es.
Terry Ulrich ( DSG ).
143 poundWinner of Unger Russo %*.. winner of Neutz-Benner bout.
155 poundJoe Thornley vs.
winner of Ravilla-knyder bout.

PIC-A-RIB
Special Feature

BAR -B-9 BURGER
Call CYpress 5-1814
DEE PORTAL, SJis yarsity basing coach. Is the originator of
the popular boxing tournament
which begins its 15th annual run
tonight.

CLOSED MONDAYS

[50?: :100?: [200?)
IF YOU’RE AN AVERAGE SMOKER
THE RIGHT ANSWER IS OVER 200!
Yes, 200 times every day
your nose and throat are
exposed to irritation...
200 GOOD REASONS WHY
YOU’RE BETTER OFF SMOKING

PHILIP MORRIS!
PROVED definitely milder.... PROVED
definitely less irritating than an other
leading brand ... PROVED by outstanding
nose and throat specialists.

The
First National Bank
of San Jose

EXTRA!

ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS

Every Tuesday Evening over NBC

THE PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
I’resent5

Save Time -8 -Hour Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
s..,45 in at 9 33 C.. 5.31

an (./Iiktaridttig

Nuder,t

Featured with Famous Hollywood Stars
in the.PHII IP MORRIS Intercollegiate Acting Competition

9Idett kle-ot
CYpress 2-1052
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PAY BILLS WITH
FIRST NATIONAL
SERVICE CHECKS

25-29 S. THIRD STREET

1385 W. SAN CARLOS

HOW MANY TIMES A DAY
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Dry Cleaners
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iStudents Must Register Now
Rain Forces
SJS Extension Service Food Basket To Take General Culture Test
Shows RapuI Expansion Drive Indoors
Wednesday, Dec 3. 1951
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Here’s Roster
For Symphony

Last night in the Morris Dailey
auditorium, the Cone*. symphony
orchestra played Charli.s Ives’
"Symphony No. Two.
Brahms’
"Concerto, Op 83" for piano and
orchestra, and the ’Romeo and
Juliet" overture. by Tsehaikowsky,
with Dr. Lyle Downey. Music department head, conducting
orcheetni members are: Gibcancer, master;
sass Walt e
Theresa Pori. Indent entwertneseder; John Loban, principal
lolinist.
16114’41111t1
f hrt. 1111InlPrs of the iolin
section are: Nancy Camp, Janice
Callander, Richard (’resin, Helmut l)ekkert. DeNice Elder. Rudolph F’oglia, Glenice Fuller. Darwin II:went:in. Craig Johnson,
51aisanne Ktnalik, Gilda Mazrants Rodolph Posch, Fala Mae
Tilt ;ter. l’atrala Thompson. Claude
Wilson
Viola sr...tan’ members are:
Robinson. printipal:
Ili,. .1,, Annette faarnes.
aids Ilf
Ilaiohl Johnson, Harold KInt,
Itrinoial Robinson
Freiser,
tsIllat: Leonard
principal; Marilyn Booker. Joy
Sadler and -lieorgette Canasero.
in the strati,: bass art on.
ert Smith, principal: Philip Andersrin, Nansy Appleby, Barbara Boitzel, Marjorie t:oultiing, E len nor
Margaeet Itutinle. Bruce
St Ps prison.
Constants. Ilarves. is the only
piccoloist in the orchestra.
Flutists are Katharine Soren oboist are Wayne sorensen.
Thomis,si
a land
I irirtrt %%real play
and
l’hartolle (lain and tilads-s
Lange.
’Die Fueled’ horn is played by
Katy Medial
In the clarinet section Robert
tade. lassid Inniton. Thomas EaCeorite Mathis.
Bassoonists Sandra Bailey. Ter Boo Mall. .11/111111. 1 sib. a is ii
Thomas
Horns: Philip Becker, athon
James. Robert Inson, Jack finssell.
Charles Daval. Allyn Ferguson,
,1I1,
Leonard t;agliardi. Joyce
tnimpets.
Trombonists For r es t Baird.
..1 1.1111

,

1111111141n.

iort.nce

t.1.1,

1441141 .1

1.1.1444),
1,1

men plass tub.)

Due to the unexpected rainstorm, the junior class has decided
to conduct .,s Christmas Food
Basket dri%,. Indoors, Tom Evans,
drive committee m,.mber. said yesterday.
Baskets for the collection of
canned food have been moved to
the following pares: under the
Librao and Science arches, in the
Science building. the Student linion, at the entrance to the Morris
Dailey auditorium, the thane Economics building, and the entrances
to the Little Theater and inner
quad.
Individual boxes for canned food
contributions by each sorority and
fraternity will be placed in the
Men’s gym on the final night of
the Novice-Junior boxing tournament, Evans stated. Each box will
have the organization insignia or
emblem on it to facilitate contributions.
The Food Basket drive is slated
to end Friday evening. On Monday
of next week the baskets will be
wrapped and sent to a welfare agency for final distribution.

F.11111,1’

not,

St

5\

I

%%aidetl:

class viceBeth (’at.‘s.
president. took over the duties of
president in the absence of Cliff
Majersik at Monday’s senior class
meeting.
Majersik dropped out of college
last week to undergo an operation
for an eye condition in San Francisco and will not return to colligt until next quarter.
In a letter to the class council.
Majersik said: "It is imperative
that I take a leave of absence for
a trek to the hospital. I hope to
be with s-ou next quarter.Miss Calvin told the council she
will serve as "acting" president for
the remaining two meetings of the
quarter

CS? Group 7’ours

AUSTIN
of England

SEE

NOW $1599
EASY TERMS
Campus Representative
NICK ANDREWS, CY 2-6698

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOTORS

SCHOOL
OF DRESS DESIGNING AND
DRESSMAKING
Register for Spring Classes Now!
CY 4-0195 Above Padre Theatre

CRYSTAL

434 S FIRST ST.

0

CY 4-8758

HOT DURN

HOT ZIGGITY

HOT LUNCHES
(a stomachful of goodness)

CREAMERY
& Santa Clara

Spartan Campus
A group of stud. ot.. loan Acalones high school, which is located
between Walnut Creek and Lafayette, visited the campus yesterday.
A tour of the campus for 33
members of the California Scholarship Federation from Acalanes
was conducted under the’ direction
of Jo Ann Keeler. president of the
Associated Women Students.
Miss Vera Richardson. adviser of
the group, said that CSF members
make a trip every semester to a
college of the students’ choice.
This time the group chose San
JOSI. State college. she added.
She said that the students visited all over the campus and en 1-M1411410m,
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Beth Calvin Acts
As Senior Prexy
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that it is possible that there ate
some who Should take the test
who have not been contacted.
Transfer students of sophomore
or higher standing usually take the
test with the personnel tests, Mrs.
Carver stated, but there are some
exceptions, and anyone falling into this category should report is
Room 118 as soon as possible.
Students who entered San Jose
State, college as freshmen should
Sake the test if they have completed the sophomore year and
are candidates for either a general
secondary credential or an MA
.tet
Two meetings will he held
’Thursday evening by the Newm.,..
club, according to Father John ,
AUSTINIZE
BE WISE
Duryea. club chaplain. The Newman council will meet at 7:30
o’clock and a meeting of regular
members will follow at 8:30 o’clock.
During the regular meeting,
plans for the winter quarter will
Dependability
’Economy
be discussed. Some of the activities being planned are a ski trip.
the NEW Austin
the annual ping-pang tournament.
Sports Convertible
a semi -formal dance and National
Newman Day, scheduled ;or Feb.
17,
AUSTIN 4 -DOOR SEDAN

Low Down Payment

,4,1)

For
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All students who are to take
the General Culture test must register in Room 118 before the test
day. Saturday. Dec, 8, according
to Mrs. Ada Carver of the Personnel office.
The test is required of all candates for the M.A. degree and is
a prerequisite for approval for
general secondary teacher training. Mrs. Carver said that most
of the students who must take
the test have been notified, but
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FINE

STATIONERY

EATONS AND CRANES
Personalized if desired
$1.00 up

CURTIS LINDSAY, Inc.
Books Stationery Cards
77 So. 1st St.

CY 2-4161
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Delicious Italian Dinners . .
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Iowa WI pear!
mAGAZiNES
CANDY
CIGARETTES
oh
Sarno Clara Sts

Come As You Are
Week Days -51.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.60
Private Banquet Room

Hof Food to rake Out
Spaghetti, Qt. 65c
Ravioli, Qt. 75c
A

gust

of
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Sat. and Sue. (MEI 9.30 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

P.S. Bridgeman’s Billiard Room is
the finest in the San Jose area.

or,6

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Oven I I 30 A M. to 9:00

It’s the atmosphere that’s different at Bridgeman’s. If you’ve ever
visited the ultra - modern center
you’d know what we mean. If you
haven’t, why not form a party
and come over.

CY 4-5045

BRIDGEMAN’S
Recreation Center
375 W. Santa Clara

Phone CY 2-2825
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